
Awami League civil war: Rajoir the scene of destruction as Shamsuddin & Shahjahan groups
clash

For the residents of Rajoir, Madarpur according to our local correspondent, this was an
inevitability. Tensions had long since existed between prominent local Awami League Leaders,
Advocate Shamsuddin Mia, and Shahjahan Khan. And locals feel MP Shahjahan Khan has made the
first move, although others disagree and state that Shamsuddin Miah’s public declaration
started it all.

Nevertheless, it was supposed to be a normal working day, intermingled with Mr. Shamsuddin
Miah’s aggressive political campaign in a bid to be Rajoir’s next elected official, on behalf
of the Awami League of course. Unfortunately, it did not turn out to be the case as a public
election campaign quickly took a turn for the worse as a group of armed men, laid siege to the
whole scene. People dispersed in panic, shop owners quickly forced down their shutters, whilst
the attending political leaders where left stunned. Led by the notorious Kali Khan, sponsored
by none other than current Member of Parliament and Awami League Leader Shahjahan Khan flung
themselves at Mr. Shamsuddin Miah and his entourage which includes advocates Advocates Kader
Ali, Hasan Firoj, along with South Rajoir Awami League leader Mobin Hossain.

The group dismantled everything in sight. Indeed there are unsettling reports that they used
petrol to set ablaze some surrounding houses. 4 people were confirmed to be critically injured,
and the list includes Mr. Shamsuddin Mia, Advocates Kader Ali and Hasan Firoj. They were rushed
to the nearest hospital and according to latest reports are in a vulnerable physical state.

Our local correspondent swiftly identified the source of the enmity between these two Awami
juggernauts of Rajoir. Namely (as stated above) Mr. Shamsuddin Miah’s public declaration of
intent towards installing himself as the prime electoral candidate, did not go down well with
Mr. Shahjahan Khan, with Mr. Khan hoping to reassert his own authority as an existing Member of
Parliament, and eligibility as the ideal candidate in the upcoming general elections. It wasn’t
until today that ensuing political tension, as a result, boiled over to actual civil unrest,
with Residents of Rajoir now left embattled and devastated by the very men they were going to
root for in the upcoming elections. Strangely the locals blame the attending law enforcement
agencies in allowing a tragedy like this to happen. They claim Kali Kahn and his hoodlums
approached the on-site police first in their bid to provoke Mr. Shamsuddin Miah and his
attendees, with Kali Khan even loudly declaring that,

“There is only one leader in Rajoir, and that is Shahjahan Khan, everyone else are Jamat-Shibir
lap dogs”.

The police of course flatly declined to comment on their potential role in the incident as
suspected by the local of course. In fac,t our local correspondent was not allowed inside the
police station even with a spokesperson for the police stating that any outstanding
investigations need to be concluded first and “an official complaint needs to be lodged in the
first place in order to do that”.

This of course tells us that no one has officially pressed any charges yet, so we urge our
readers to stay tuned and watch this space for future information.
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